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Introduction

Personalized PageRank (PPR): measure of importance of a node (called the target) from
the perspective of another (called the source)
Example: provide Twitter user (source) personalized recommendations of who to follow
(high PPR targets) [4]
Our goal: efficiently estimate PPR for many source/target pairs

Background

PPR: stationary distribution {⇡s(v)}v2V of random walk on G = (V,E) with probability-↵
jumps to s 2 V at each step; satisfies (1) [3]

⇡s(v) = P[random walk of length ⇠ geometric(↵) from s ends at v] (1)

Bidirectional-PPR [5] (Fig. 1): state-of-the-art ⇡s(t) estimator (single source/target pair)

• Target stage: compute pt, rt 2 R|V |
+

via Approx-Contributions [1], which satisfy

⇡s(t) = pt(s) +
X

v2V
⇡s(v)r

t
(v) 8 s 2 V

• Source stage: estimate
P

v2V ⇡s(v)rt(v) = EV⇠⇡s[r
t
(V )] with random walks via (1)

Figure 1: Single source/target pair PPR estimator Bidirectional-PPR [5]

Approach

Our goal: estimate ⇡s(t) 8 (s, t) 2 S ⇥ T (many source/target pairs)
Naive strategy using Bidir-PPR: separate source stage 8 s, separate target stage 8 t

• Complexity linear in |S|, |T |

Proposed strategy: joint source and target stages
• Complexity scales with (2), (3), both interpretable as clustering measures

Joint source stage

Sample walks from intermediate nodes via following scheme (Fig. 2):

• Compute ps, rs 2 R|V |
+

via Approx-PageRank [2], which satisfy

⇡s(t) = pt(s) + hps, rti + krsk
1

X

u2V

X

v2V
�s(u)⇡u(v)r

t
(v), �s := rs/krsk

1

• Sample walks from U ⇠ �s to estimate
P

u,v �s(u)⇡u(v)r
t
(v) = EU⇠�s,V⇠⇡U [r

t
(V )]

This scheme allows sharing of walks across S (Fig. 3); complexity scales with (2)

cS :=

X

v2V
max

s2S
�s(v) 2 [1, |S|] (2)

Figure 2: Scheme to sample walks from intermediate nodes

Joint target stage

Separate target stages separately traverse paths to each t 2 T

Joint stage traverses overlapping paths once, avoiding duplicate computations (Fig. 4)
For T = {t

1

, t
2

, ..., t|T |}, complexity reduction is (3), where rt
max

2 (0, 1) is algorithm input

cT :=

|T |
X

i=1

�

�

�

n

j 2 {1, 2, ..., i� 1} : ⇡tj(ti) > rt
max

o

�

�

�

(3)

Figure 3: Walks from nodes with blue and red
can be shared for both ⇡s1 and ⇡s2 estimates

Figure 4: Purple paths traversed twice for separate
target stages but only once for joint target stage

Experiments

Joint stage efficiency (Fig. 5): Walks, target stage iterations scale linearly using sepa-
rate source/target stages but sublinearly using joint stages, corresponding to (2), (3).
Effect of clustering (Fig. 6): Complexity scale factors (2), (3) relate closely to the more
common clustering measure conductance, defined for U ⇢ V as

�(U) =

|{u ! v 2 E : u 2 U, v /2 U}|
min{|{u ! v 2 E : u 2 U}|, |{u ! v 2 E : u /2 U}|}.

Figure 5: Joint stage efficiency, using directed
Erdős-Rényi model with |V | = 2000, expected

degree 10

Figure 6: Effect of clustering, using directed
stochastic block model with |V | = 2000, 20

communities, expected intra-community degree 9,
expected inter-community degree 1

Conclusions

Key finding: PPR estimation is “easier” when sources and/or targets clustered

• Complexity (2) low when S clustered; complexity reduction (3) high when T clustered
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